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Notes on the Restoration of THE CHELSEA GIRLS

THE CHELSEA GIRLS (1966). An Andy Warhol/Factory Film Production.

cast: Nico, Ondine, Ingrid Superstar, Brigid Polk, Ed Hood, Patrick Flemming,

Mary Woronov, International Velvet, Mario Montez, Marie Mencken, Gerard Malanga,

Eric Emerson, and others.

B/w and color, sound. ca. 195 minutes.

Print shown courtesy of The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, Inc.

Warhol's filmmaking efforts were at once serial and prolific, yet shifting

gpd elusive. Beginning early in 1965, he regularly prQduced 33-minute reels

of 16mm sound film. At the same time, in the presentation of Warhol films,

a deliberate sense ,of play and;experimentation was at work. These reels
-'

were assembled in various ways for public exhibition. They were changed

from ,showing to showing of a film, or incorporated into other films. During

some exhibitions images were superimposed from multiple p~ojectors or projected

simultaneously and shown side by side. THE CHELSEA GIRLS is paradigmatic

of this interplay between the regular production of reels and the changing

order of their exhibition.

THE CHELSEA GIRLS was shot during the summer of 1966. According to Andy
f '

Warhol in the book he authored with Pat Hackett, POPism The Warhol 60's:

'We didn't/actually filrrfall the sequences at the Chelsea;
some we shot down where the Velvets were staying on West 3rd,
and some in other friends' apartments,' and some at the Factory --
but the idea was they were all characters that were around and
could have been staying in the same hotel..

~,

More reels were filmed than were actually used. THE CHELSEA GIRLS was first

shown publicly on September 15, 1966 at the Film-Makers'Cin~m:::\t-h~T1o ""....
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4lstStreet. The number of reels was ev.entually normalized at 12 when THE

CHELSEA GIRLS was exhibited in a 3~ hour version at more commercial venues

including the Cinema Rendevous (57th Street, Manhattan), the,Regency (67th

Street, Manhattan), and during the film's run in Boston, Los Angeles, and

San Francisco throughout the fall of 1966 and spring of 1967. The reel changes

were noted by Andrew Sarris (among others) in The Village Voice, December 15; 1966:

I am not sure the version of THE CHELSEA GIRLS now on view
- at the Cinema Rendevous is the same film that played at the
'Cinematheque. The running time was originally repbrt¤!<Las
four hours; it is now three and a half. The "ending" seems
to have been changed somewhere between the Cinematheque and
the Rendevous. <:-(-9

It is in the circumstances of exhibition, as well as through the mode of
~

production, that Warhol's Factory fil~aking can be linked to the history

of early cinema. The regular production by Warhol of a standard length of

film for each reel parallels the same efforts to standardize the reel lengths

of films in the first decades of filmmaking history. Warhol's exhibition

practices also paralleled those in operation during the filmmaking era at

the turn of the century, wherein the exhibitor ("showman" ), rather than the

producer, determined the order of reels during projections of films.

The form of this reconstruction fo~lows primarily the markings on the cans

}and reels at the Factory from film prints generated in the nineteen sixties.

The print shown tonight is compiled from a variety of copies at the Factory,

and so the image quality varies from reel to reel. Concurrently with this

screening, this film is in the process of preservation from original materials

.'so that new prints of THE CHELSEA: GIRLS can be made available to a wider

public'with all the film's rich tonalities more fully restored.

''''<;'i~<:.'
'.
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Herewith is the reconstruction 'of the reel numbers and titles:

Reel 1: Nico in Kitchen

Reel 2: Father Ondine and Ingrid

Reel 3: Brigid Holds Court

Reel 4: Boys in Bed

RE:!el5: Hanoi Hannah

Reel 6: Hanoi Hannah & Guests

Reel 7: Mario Sings Two Songs

Reel 8: Marie Mencken

Reel 9: Eric Says All
,-.

Reel 10: Color Lights on Cast
59
~

Reel 11: Pope Ondine

Reel 12: Nico Crying

Reels 8, 9, 10 and 12 are in color; the rest are black-and~white.

The format of the presentation of THE CHELSEA GIRLS for this showing follows

printed instructions from the Film-Makers' Distribution Centre., Odd numbered
. .

reels were placed on the right hand projector; even numbered reels were placed

on the left hand projector. All reels have sound, but in the projection

of two reels simultaneously side by side, some reels were shown fully silent,
;

other reels were shown at a low sound volume so that th~ reel on the'other

screen had a greater sound volume, resulting in overlay of audio. Projection

notes from the Film-Makers' Distribution Centre indicated that

As soon as the reel ends, it should be placed immediately
by the next one scheduled for that projector, and then begun
at once.' 'However, a'five minute difference is intended between
the two projectbrs to b~ established at Reel #2, and the
projectionist should pause, if necessary, to maintain this
interval.
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This method of exhibition -- the twin screen projection, contrasting two

stories which transpire concurrently; the sound contrasts and Qverlaysi the

delay in reel beginnings so that periodically one side of the screen is temporarily

dark while the new reel is threaded -- work against a seamless narrative

presentation.

No two projections of THE CHELSEA GIRLS will necessarily be precisely the

same, because of the different amount of time it takes the projectionists

to thread the projector for-each new reel of film, and because the two projectors

are not synchronized. Even with this same sequence of reels, repeated showings

.of THE CHELSEA GIRLS can vary slightly, thereby drawing the spectator more

fully into the constantly changing dramatic and formal associations between

each pair of reels. THE CHELSEA GIRLS is suffused with s~ifting interplays

of sounds and images: color contrasts created by filter effects, appositions

between high contrast and low contrast black and white images, and the divergence

and confluence of the characters' actions and the camera's movements -(zooms,

pans, and focus shifts) on both sides of the screen. These variables at

different moments serve to compress and expand the perception of the space

of the frame, shifting between self-contained single reel images and sounds

to the flow of action across the breadth of the widescreen image 1 and sometimes

beyond, into the suggested world of offscreen space.

Jon Gartenberg
Assistant Curator
Department of Film
The Museum of Modern Art


